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February 19, 2015

Planning Board, Village of Hillburn

31 Mountain Avenue

Hillburn, NY 10931

Re: Salomone Redi-Mix of NY, LLC

Dear Members:

You have asked us to respond to oral comments made at the public hearing held on

January 29, 2015, and written comments submitted thereafter. The only written comments were

from your attorney, Elizabeth Cassidy, Esq., and from Shelly Flanagan-Ramos.

Memo of Elizabeth Cassidy, January 29, 2015:

1. As described in Pamela Richardson's letter of November 20, 2014, the Building Inspector has

determined that this application is a prohibited use pursuant to § 250-17(1)(2)(f). There is a

procedure pursuant § 250-16(B)(3) whereby the Planning Board may authorize a use deemed by

the Board to meet the performance standards of the chapter and is similar to the uses permitted

by right in the district.

Comment noted. A direct response to each of the performance standards is contained in the

November 24, 2014 update to applicant's Narrative Summary. Additional information was

presented at the Planning Board meetings of December 18, 2014, and January 29, 2015.

Applicant believes that it meets the performance standard requirements and that a special use

permit should be issued.

2. I draw your attention to Rockland County Department of Planning's letter, dated December

22, 2015. The Department recommends modifications. Absent those modifications any action

would require a super majority (4 out of 5) for approval. Specific concerns include traffic, the

significance of the height variance sought and encroachments onto adjoining property.

The applicant has directly responded to the Department's letter in its submission dated January 7,

2015. Accompanying that submission were all materials requested by the Department with the

exception of the traffic report. The traffic report, dated January 13, 2015, was submitted as of the

January 29, 2015, meeting of the Planning Board.

In addition, the applicant has reviewed its requirements for the silos for which a height variance

is required. Based on the review, modifications can be made to reduce the height somewhat, but
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that would require reducing built-in buffers for over-deliveries. This matter can and will be more

completely addressed at the Zoning Board of Appeals.

3. Encroachment: Survey shows a significant encroachment. Applicant to establish that

encroachment no longer exists or legal agreement with adjoining property owner re

encroachment.

As noted in the applicant's January 7, 2015, submission, any encroachments will be removed as

part of the site plan.

4. Lot Line: The lot line that runs S43° 36' 04"W bisects the proposed employee parking lot.

Applicant to merge lots or to apply for lot line improvement to ensure parking lot is located

entirely within one lot.

The applicant will merge the lots as a condition of site plan approval.

5. Applicant states that it will not commit to additional paving, curbing or other site

improvements that are not necessary to the proper operation of the site. It is the duty of the

planning board to attach such conditions and safeguards as may be required in order that the

result of its action may, to the maximum extent possible, further the general objectives of the

zoning code. See § 250-52(C)( 1). Section § 250-26(D) requires that parking lots for more than

20 cars shall be provided with landscaped areas amounting to an aggregate minimum of 10% of

the total paved area of the parking lot.

The applicant will work with the Planning Board to achieve an appropriate landscaping plan.

6. I recommend that the Board accept public comment at tonight's hearing, require a written

response to any substantive comments .

Comment noted.

Comments from the public, January 29, 2015:

The comments and questions from the public revolved around a number of themes, which are

paraphrased and addressed below:

How many loaders will operate on site? 

One

How big is this proposed facility compared to the one operated by the applicant in Wayne, NJ? 

This proposed facility will be approximately the same size. Note that the calculations presented

to the Planning Board contemplate maximum operational capacity.

What is the water source? 

Municipal water supply.

What are the hours of operation? 

7:00am to 4:00pm Monday through Friday and 7:00am to 1:00pm Saturday. There may be

occasional operations later than indicated, as required by NYS DOT projects.
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Will there be dust or odors emitted? 

No. All loading operations are either indoors or are via closed connections to receiving vessels.

In addition, there is a dust suppression system for the silos.

General traffic concerns were expressed, particularly potential conflicts with summer programs

and football games at the St. Lawrence Community Center. 

A traffic report was submitted at the January 29, 2015, meeting of the Planning Board. It found

that the additional traffic generated at the site was too little to have an adverse impact on general

traffic patterns in the area. While there may be significantly more traffic during summer

programs and football games, any adverse impact on traffic is generated by those uses, not the

proposed use. Last, football games are generally held on Friday evenings and Saturday

afternoons, when the facility is not in operation.

Is the use prohibited? 

The Building Inspector has determined that the use falls under the list of prohibited uses in the

Zoning Code. However, the Zoning Code provides that a prohibited use that meets the

performance standards of the Code can receive a special use permit.

Where will trucks be fueled? 

There is an existing 2,000 gallon above ground diesel fuel tank with pumps at the site, which will

be used for fueling the applicant's trucks. The tank meets all state and federal requirements.

Can we (the public) visit the site in Wayne? 

Yes.

Turns onto Route 59 from Torne Valley Road should be limited to right turns only. 

Torne Valley Road is a County road, and Route 59 is a state road. The Planning Board has no

control over this intersection. Further, although most of the applicant's vehicle trips will make

right turns, the suggested restriction will adversely affect other users of Torne Valley Road,

particularly trucks servicing the MRF.

Where will employees live? 

The applicant intends to hire employees from the local area.

Hillburn hosts many industrial facilities. Why is the applicant interested in this parcel? 

This parcel has the requisite size and a building that can be readily converted to the applicant's

needs. It also has excellent access to the New York State Thruway.

Will the facility be open to the public? 

No.

How big are the proposed silos, and what are they made of? 

The silos will be 65 feet tall (measured from the ground) and 10 feet in diameter. They will be

made of rolled steel.
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Can the silos be made shorter?

The applicant has reviewed its requirements for the silos for which a height variance is required.

Based on the review, modifications can be made to reduce the height somewhat, but that would

require reducing built-in buffers for over-deliveries. This matter can and will be more completely

addressed at the Zoning Board of Appeals.

This facility is being proposed by a reputable company that intends to bring jobs to the area. It

will benefit the village. 

Comment noted.

Post-hearing written comment of Shelly Flanagan-Ramos dated February 4, 2015:

The following is a list of reasons as to why I object to this project for conversion of an existing

building to a facility for preparation, storage and distribution of concrete.

As an initial matter, it is noted that Ms. Flanagan-Ramos and others made similar oral comments

at the public hearing held on January 29, 2015, to which responses are set forth above. To the

extent that Ms. Flanagan-Ramos' written comments are duplicative of the oral comments,

references to responses above will be noted.

C First and foremost, and, close to my heart, my family (parents, brother and his family) live in

East Hillburn, which is within 800' of this site. Also, in that same neighborhood there are 11

other families with many children. I'm sure everyone recognizes the health concerns and issues

that can arise over a period of time with dust-producing mineral products, including cement.

Cement dust causes lung function impairments, chronic obstructive lung disease, restrictive lung

disease, pneumoconiosis and carcinoma of the lungs, stomach and colon.

As discussed above, and detailed in the materials already submitted, all processes related to

loading and mixing of materials, with the exception of sand and stone delivery and loading, will

occur within enclosures. Those enclosures are either buildings or pipe connections. In addition,

there are dust suppression systems for the silos and the loading operation. The applicant has

operated a similar facility in Wayne, NJ, for 8 years, adjacent to a residential neighborhood,

without incident.

 

C Second, the proposed use is "prohibited" in this zone according to our Code. I understand that

this proposed use would be permitted with a Special Permit from the Board.

As noted above, the applicant is seeking the required special permit.

C Third, in my opinion this is not the proper area, nor parcel size for this type of use.

Comment noted. We respectfully disagree.

C I'd like to react to the amount of proposed traffic as indicated in the GML dated December 22,

2014, from the R.C. Department of Planning.

The applicant's traffic consultant prepared the following responses. Information relating to

activities at the Joseph T. St. Lawrence Center is based upon information obtained from the

Center.
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T At the meeting January 27, 2015, a Traffic Study consultant was in attendance

who indicated he conducted a study on Saturday, January 10, 2015. I am curious if there

were statistics in that study that included the 350+ children that attend the Joseph T St.

Lawrence Center for Summer Camp who will be dropped off at 8:30 am and get picked

up at 3:00 pm?

Camp runs from Monday to Thursday during July and August.  Camp starts at 8:30 AM

and ends at 3:30 PM.  There is no camp on Friday.  There could be up to 400 campers. 

There are no buses.  Campers arrive in carpools or by cars driven by their parents.

If we assume that there are 1.5 campers per car, and they arrive between 8:00 AM and

8:30 AM, there would be a total of 267 cars entering and exiting.  There is on-site

parking for 250 cars.  It is safe to assume that some of the cars with children entering will

be staff to work the camp.  We can assume 40 cars will park for the day, leaving 227 cars

that will enter and exit within a short period of time.  We checked with NYSDOT and

they do not have a count in the area for the summer.  We would expect some small delay

for vehicles turning left from Torne Valley Road to Route 59 heading to Suffern in both

morning and afternoon time periods.  This delay will not be significantly increased by the

proposed use.

T Or from February through September (tournament weekends at the Center) that

produce upwards of 1500 patrons starting early Saturday morning, was this accounted

for?

From February to September there are tournaments on the weekends (Saturday &

Sunday).  The number of participants range from 500 to 1,500 depending on the event. 

The events begin at 7 AM and run until 10 PM.

Sunday is not an issue because the plant is closed.  The Saturday issue is from 7 AM to 1

PM.  The 500-1,500 participants are over the course of 15 hours since the tournaments

can begin as early as 7 AM.  With tournaments, parents tend to stay and watch. 

Therefore, depending on the type of tournament, the games could last 30-45 minutes or

an hour.  Another issue is the parking.  There are only 250 parking spaces.  Therefore, the

start of games have to provide time for parents to leave the current event and create open

parking while new parents with players arrive.  Assuming that there are 100 children

playing in any given hour, this would spread out the traffic reducing the congestion at the

Route 59/Torne Valley Road intersection.  If we use the traffic count from January 10,

2015, and we assume 100 cars entering and 100 cars exiting between 10AM and 11 AM

with the projected concrete truck traffic, the results of the capacity analysis show that the

Torne Valley Road southbound approach is projected to operate at LOS "C."  A copy of

the capacity analysis is attached.  For between 11AM and 12 Noon, using the same

criteria, the LOS for the Torne Valley Road southbound approach is projected to be "C." 

A copy of the capacity analysis is attached.  We would not expect the Saturday traffic to

vary more than 10% from February to September because fewer people are traveling to

work.  

Even if 200 cars entered and exited, the LOS would be "D" from 11AM to 12 Noon.  A

copy of the capacity analysis is attached.
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T This is in addition to the 50-60 seniors that attend fitness classes daily adding

more traffic.

The senior programs are spread out through the day.  As noted in the report, there is a

group that arrives between 7 AM and 9 AM week days. The traffic generated by this

group has already been taken into consideration in the previous analysis.

T Or did it mention the 50-60 residents that live in Hamlet of Ramapo (Lake Street),

that cannot enter or exit from Route 17 due to a closed bridge that have to use Tome

Valley Road for egress.

During our January 10, 2015 Saturday count, the traffic flows were not considerable as

shown by the count. For this analysis, we have assumed two people per household or 30

homes.  During the weekday morning peak hour, these 30 home would generate 23

vehicle trips with 17 vehicle trips exiting and 6 vehicle trips entering.  In the evening

peak hour, there would be 30 vehicle trips with 19 vehicle entering and 11 vehicles

exiting.  These are small volumes and would have a minimal impact on the operating

conditions of the Route 59/Torne Valley Road intersection.

T The proposed cement company will add 100 trucks, staff and customers to this

already hustle and bustle of traffic at the Route 59 intersection. Do we really need a

traffic light at this three-way intersection, which will create more traffic congestion, and

pollution?

The applicant is not proposing a traffic light, nor do the post-occupancy conditions meet

the standards ("warrants") for a traffic light. While the applicant is adding trucks,

approximately half of the applicant's trucks replace trucks from the former occupants of

the facility (Corrao Trucking, Torne Valley Materials, DJ Helmke, and several

landscaping companies).

C The height variances requested are substantial for the proposal. The maximum building height

is 35', this project would need a 20% increase over what is permitted in the code. The proposed

four, 65' silos are 35' higher than what permitted; this is a light industrial district!

While the Planning Board is not the proper forum to explore the requested height variance in

detail, we note that the existing environmental stack (part of the remediation activities) on the

site is 45' high, the existing elevated portion of the building is 32' high, the bridge located

directly across the street is 48' high, the high tension towers located at the southern portion of our

property closest to the residential area are approximately 200' high. The existing (5) silos located

at 201 Route 59 range between 63' and 69' in height and are located 1,007' from Blakeslee Place.

Thus, the proposed silos are not out of character with the area.

C What are the proposed hours of operation? Will the hours be the same in the summer as in the

winter when days are longer?

7:00am to 4:00pm Monday through Friday and 7:00am to 1:00pm Saturday. There may be

occasional operations later than indicated, as required by NYS DOT projects. Winter and

summer hours are identical. There may be less activity during the winter months.

C Has a landscaping plan been provided? Will a buffer be provided? Have the setbacks been

taken from the buffer or the property line? Has a lighting plan been submitted? Will there be
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spillage into abutting properties, or Rt 59? What signage is being proposed, and have details

been provided?

The applicant has provided a landscaping plan. No additional on-site buffer is proposed, as the

developed portion of the site is hundreds of feet from any other uses. A lighting plan has been

provided. There will be no light spillage onto abutting properties (which are vacant) or onto

Torne Valley Road or Route 59. It should be noted that Route 59 is approximately 125 feet from

the nearest developed portion of the site, and separated from the site by Torne Valley Road and

woods. A small free-standing sign will be placed by the road. Sign details will be provided to the

Planning Board after variances are granted.

C Will there be a noise study performed? Residents at the public hearing were very concerned

about the level of noise traveling across lot lines.

Noise from the site will conform to the standards of the Rockland County Sanitary Code, which

provides standards for noise as measured at the lot line, based upon the type of use. It should be

noted that the nearest residence to the active portion of the site is located on Blakslee Place,

approximately 885 feet away, as the crow flies. Between the active portion of the site is a large

rock outcropping (part of the Ramapo Mountain foothills), and the Lighting by Design store.

Immediately opposite the East Hillburn neighborhood are New York State Route 59, Frank's

Auto Body and an industrial center. Behind the industrial center, approximately 620 feet from

the nearest home, are the Metro-North Railroad tracks. 

According to the Rockland County GIS maps, the rock outcropping rises approximately 20 feet

above the project site to the North and the East Hillburn neighborhood to the South. This height,

and the 885 foot distance, serve as effective noise barriers. The other features are noise

generators that are far closer to the East Hillburn neighborhood and have no noise barriers.

C This site has a history of environmental issues, (there is a monitoring well on the property) will

this proposed activity "stir up", exacerbate, or disturb any remediated problems? Have any of

our village professionals looked into this, and provided reports?

The environmental issues are the result of a prior occupant's activities and have been well

documented. The applicant has provided the Village with a copy of the applicable NYSDEC

consent order. There is no exterior construction being proposed, with the exception of the

enlargement of the remote parking area. No remediation or monitoring sites will be disturbed.

C Has the Chief of the Hillburn Fire Department reviewed the proposal? Is there enough access

for a fire truck to maneuver on the property in an emergency?

It is our understanding that the Fire Department has reviewed the proposal and found it to be

satisfactory. There is no exterior construction being proposed that would alter the existing paths

of emergency vehicle circulation through the site.

C Has the area designated for queuing been depicted on the site plan? Where will the trucks

entering the site daily stack while waiting? What hours will they start to arrive, will there be a

limit on their idling? There is Rockland County Law that limits idling for more than 3 minutes.

Queuing will be in designated truck parking stalls. Trucks will be parked overnight on site, most

within the building. The Rockland County law (Sanitary Code, Art. XII) was rescinded in April

2014. 
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In its absence, the five minute idling rule of Subpart 217-3 of the DEC regulations applies. Those

regulations include an express exception for "A diesel or non-diesel fueled engine is being used

to provide power for an auxiliary purpose, such as loading, discharging, mixing or processing

cargo; controlling cargo temperature; construction; lumbering; oil or gas well servicing; farming;

or when operation of the engine is required for the purpose of maintenance. " 6 NYCRR sec.

217-3.3(c). According to the DEC website, this exception applies to "Powering an auxiliary

function or apparatus, such as a concrete tumbler". www.dec.ny.gov/chemical/8585.html. 

C There is proposed parking on the adjacent Parcel # 47.15-2-11 (20 Tome Valley Road) for

20-30 employee vehicles to park. Will the lot lines be combined to create one? The way I

understand our Code to read is that a parking lot has to be an accessory use to a building, and

currently there is not a building on Parcel # 47.15-2-11. 

The parcels will be combined as a condition of site plan approval.

C The two properties in question are currently under ownership of the Town of Ramapo. Is the

Town of Ramapo aware of this proposed use? 

Yes.

In closing, I ask that the Chairman and Board take into consideration that even the R.C.

Planning Board disapproved this project by passing a resolution at their meeting. I urge you to

please keep in mind that one of the functions of the Planning Board, as well as any officials of

the Village, is to protect the quality of life for our residents. Our little village has had enough

dumped in it over the years. This use is prohibited, the applicant will find the proper place to

build their business, but not at this site. Please do not set precedence [sic] by approving this

project.

The facility has been carefully designed to mitigate any adverse impacts. It is remote from

existing residences (especially as compared with the existing industrial facilities on Route 59

opposite Blakslee Place). It will comply with the performance standards of the Zoning Code and

be an asset to the Village.

Very truly yours,

Ira M. Emanuel

IME:i

Encl.

Cc: Elizabeth Cassidy, Esq.

Glenn McCreedy, P.E. 

John Lynch

Michael Dipple, P.E.

Chris Tartaglia, P.E.



HCM 2010 TWSC
5: Route 59 & Torne Vallel Road

Saturday with 200 cars entering and exiting
2119/2015

ilnter~ectiOT1
Int Delay, s/veh 9.9

Movement _
at.

EBl gBT WBT WBR SBl SBR
Vol, veh/h 114 262 236 117 146 122
Conflicting Peds, #/hr 0 0 0 0 0 0
Sign Control Free Free Free Free Stop Stop
RT Channelized - None - None None
Storage length 160 - 0
Veh In Median Storage, # - 0 0 - 0
Grade, % 0 0 - 0
Peak Hour Factor 93 93 93 93 93 93
Heavy Vehicles, % 9 2 3 0 2 10
Mvmt Flow 123 282 254 126 157 131

aj,0r,JMinor. F; Major1 __ Major.~- Minor2
Conflicting Flow All 380 0 - 0 844 317

Stage 1 - - - - 317
Stage 2 -- ~ - ~ 527

Critical Hdwy 4.19 - 6.42 6.3
Critical Hdwy Stg 1 - - 5.42
Critical Hdwy Stg 2 - - - - 5.42
FOllow-up Hdwy 2.281 - 3.518 3.39
Pot Cap-1 Maneuver 1141 - - 334 705

Stage 1 - - - 738
Stage 2 - - - 592

Platoon blocked, %
Mov Cap-1 Maneuver 1141 - - - 298 705
Mov Cap-2 Maneuver - - - 298

Stage 1 - - - - 738
Stage 2 - - 528

~A.pproach EB WB SB
HCM Control Delay, s 2.6 0 33.2
HCM LOS D

Minor LanelMajor Mvmt ESl EST WBT WSR SBln 1
Capacity (veh/h) 1141 - - 404
HCM lane VIC Ratio 0.107 - - 0.713
HCM Control Delay (s) 8.5 - - - 33.2
HCM lane LOS A - - D
HCM 95th %tile Q(veh) 0.4 - - - 5.4

11AM-12N 1/8/2015 Baseline
H Baker

Synchro 8 Light Report
Page 1



HCM 2010 TWSC
5: Route 59 & Torne Vallex: Road 2/19/2015

'ntersection
Int Delay, s/veh 4.3

Tvlovemerit EBL- EBT WBT WBR SBL SBR
Vol, veh/h 64 262 236 67 96 72
Conflicting Peds, #/hr 0 0 0 0 0 0
Sign Control Free Free Free Free Stop Stop
RT Channelized - None - None - None
Storage Length 160 - - 0
Vehin Median Storage, # - 0 0 - 0
Grade, % - 0 0 - 0
Peak Hour Factor 93 93 93 93 93 93
Heavy Vehicles, % 9 2 3 0 2 10
Mvmt Flow 69 282 254 72 103 77

[v1ajot,JMinor Major,1 __ .M~jQr,2 e, _JlAin0r2
Conflicting Flow All 326 0 - 0 709 290

Stage 1 - - - 290
Stage 2 - ~ - ~ 419

Critical Hdwy 4.19 - 6.42 6.3
Critical Hdwy Stg 1 - - 5.42
Critical Hdwy Stg 2 - - - 5.42
Follow-up Hdwy 2.281 - - - 3.518 3.39
Pot Cap-1 Maneuver 1195 - - 401 731

Stage 1 - - - 759
Stage 2 - - - 664

Platoon blocked, %
Mov Cap-1 Maneuver 1195 - - 378 731
Mov Cap-2 Maneuver - - 378

Stage 1 - - - 759
Stage 2 - - - 626

~RProach EB WB SB
HCM Control Delay,s 1.6 0 17.1
HCM LOS C

Minor Lane/Major M~t EBL EST WST WSR SBtn 1
Capacity (veh/h) 1195 - - 477
HCM Lane V/C Ratio 0.058 - - 0.379
HCM Control Delay (5) 8.2 - - - 17.1
HCM Lane LOS A - - C
HCM 95th %tile Q(veh) 0.2 - - 1.7

11AM-12N 1/8/2015 Baseline
H Baker

Synchro 8 Light Report
Page 1



HCM 2010 TWSC
5: Route 59 & Torne Vallex. Road 2119/2015

ntersection
Int Delay, slveh 5.2

;Movement EBl EBT WBT WBR SBl SBR
Vol, veh/h 73 230 203 93 105 85
Conflicting Peds, #/hr 0 0 0 0 0 0
Sign Control Free Free Free Free Stop Stop
RT Channelized - None - None - None
Storage length 160 - - 0
Veh In Median Storage, # - 0 0 0
Grade, % 0 0 - 0
Peak Hour Factor 89 89 89 89 89 89
Heavy Vehicles, % 10 3 4 10 6 15
MvmtFlow 82 258 228 104 118 96

L
jiAaj£lr/MinoF ' ~# Maj6r1' Mi3jeF'z . Mtn.or2
Conflicting Flow All 333 0 - 0 702 280

Stage 1 - - - 280
Stage 2 - - - - 422

Critical Hdwy 4.2 6.46 6.35
Critical Hdwy Stg 1 - - - 5.46
Critical Hdwy Stg 2 - - - - 5.46
Follow-up Hdwy 2.29 3.554 3.435
Pot Cap-1 Maneuver 1183 - - - 398 729

Stage 1 - - - 758
Stage 2 - - - 653

Platoon blocked, %
Mov Cap-1 Maneuver 1183 - - 370 729
Mov Cap-2 Maneuver - - - - 370

Stage 1 - - - - 758
Stage 2 - - - 608

~RProach EB ,--- - WB ~,- SB
HCM Control Delay, s 2 0 18.6
HCM LOS C

Minor lane/Major Mvmt ESl EST _WBT WBR SBln 1
Capacity (veh/h) 1183 - - 475
HCM lane V/C Ratio 0.069 - 0.449
HCM Control Delay (s) 8.3 - - - 18.6
HCM Lane LOS A - C
HCM 95th %tile Q(veh) 0.2 - - 2.3

10AM-11Am 1/8/2015 Baseline
H Baker

Synchro 8 Light Report
Page 1


